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Introduction

Our cost index of consumable appar3tus and materials, for which
the baseline is 100 in May 197’+, stood in May 1979 at 21R,. The
percentage increase since May 1978 was 15.E and that in the six
nonths from ovember 1978 to May 1979 was 11.6%. This reflects
closely the general quickening in the pace of inflation over the
period.

* * * * * * *

Our foreign readers are hereby reminded that they are required
to remit £1 (one pound) by cheque, international postal order or
other means, if they wish to receive our bulletins for session
1’7q/80. No further notice will be issued, nor is it necessary
to notify us if you wish to stop supp].ies reaching you — this will
happen automatically if the subscription is not paid within a
reasonable tirne Neither can we submit invoices directly to the
reader, or deal through subscription agencies unless they have been
instructed to remit the subscription in the above manner and do so.
It will be obvious that the £1 barely covers the cost of posting
bulletins overseas and so we cannot justify incurring the admini
strative expense of raising invoices etc.

Safety Notes

There has been a report of an explosion when a 12V immersion
heater supplied by Griffin (XHP—3’+O—J) was being used to melt ice.
It is possible that with age and usage a slight crack may have
formed in the upper sealant, thus permitting water to enter if the
heater were allowed to cool in water. Heating on a later occasion
may have caused the pressure build—up.

Griffin have now issued the following warning:—

“Do not use the heater fully immersed in liquid if it shows
any sign of mechanical damage. Liquid leaking inside could
cause a pressure build—up when next heated”

* * * * * * *

Longmans have given notice of an error in their text “A Modern
Course of Organic Chemistry” by JhGerrish and RCT1hitfield. On
page 198 there is a description of a preparation of N-phenylethanamide
(acetanilide and the ratio by volume of the reagents required is
given as 2cm phenylamine (aniline) to 30cm3 ethanoic anhydride
(acetic anhydride). This is incorrect and if these proportions are
used, a violent reaction will occur when the product is poured into
cold water. The correct ratio is 2cm3 phenylamine to 3cm3 ethanoic
anhydride. If anyone has copies of this text they should ensure
that the ratio is altered immediately.
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Biology Notes
Since 1973 the ‘Transit of Animals’ Order has imposed certain

duties upon carriers of livestock to ensure that animals travel with
a minimum of stress. It is only possible to consign unaccompanied
livestock by British Rail on a ‘Station to Station’ basis. British
Rail have recently found it necessary to review their arrangements
and a new list of stations has been compiled which are designated for
handling livestock. Since April 1979 all livestock consignments
have been handled through these stations. A list of Scottish
stations able to accept livestock is given below. Other parcels
stations have ceased accepting livestock. Teachers and others
ordering livestock can greatly help suppliers by ensuring that they
state their nearest. British Rail Station from the list below
Aberdeen East Kilbride Lenzie
Achnasheen Edinburgh Waverley Leuchars
Airdrie Elgir Linlithgow
Annan Falkirk Grahamston Lockerbie
Arhroath Forres Longniddry
Ardrossan South Beach Fort William Mallaig
Aviemore Fraserburgh Markinch
Ayr Girvan Maybole
Balloch Central Glasgow Central Midcalder
Barrhiil Glasgow Queen Street Milngavie
Belishill Gleneagles Montrose
Berwick upon Twecd Gourock Motherwell
Blantyre Greenock Central Nairn
Bridge of Weir Hamilton Central North Berwick
Brora Helensburgh Central Oban
Burntisland Helmsdale Paisley Gilmour Street
Cambuslang Huntly Perth
Carstairs Invergordon Pitlochry
Coatbridge Central Inverkeithing Polmont
Cowdenbeath Inverness Prestonpans
Crianlarich Inverurie Prestwick
Croy Irvine Rannoch
Cumbernauld Johnstone Saitcoats
Cupar Keith Jct. Shotts
Dalmatly Kilmacoim Stirling
Dalmeny Kilmarnock Stonehaven
Dairy Kilwinning Stranraer HarbourDingwall Kingussie Tam
Drem Kirkcaldy Thurso
Dumbartori Central Kirkconnel Troon
Lumfries Kyle of’ Lochalsh Uddingston
)unbar Lairg Wemyss Bay
Dunblane Lanark West Calder
Dundee Larbert Wick
Dunfermline Lower Largs Wishaw
Dunk eld

* * * *

In Bulletin 113 we described various methods for microscope
illumination. Part of this article dealt with the use of daylightillumination It has been pointed out to us by a Science Adviser
that we should perhaps have made it clearer that direct sunlight is1wavs to be avoided as a source. Otherwise there is a small butsignificant risk that the sun may be focussed into the eye of the



observer The blink reflex would make it extremely Unlikely that any
serious harm would befall the observer ‘s uye However even this small

Source
risk is avoidable and Only diffuse daylight Shou]d ever be used as a

Chemistry Notes

Measurement of the Heats of Combust0 of the alcohols USing a

simple ca calorimeter with a small spirit lamp is One series of

experiments Which is commonly neglec becaiis0 of the inaccuracy of
the results so obtained The results obtained for an homologous

series Usually have the correct ranjc order but efficiencies are
Often as low as 50 per cent As we mentioned in Bulletin 113 we
have recently been testing calorimeters both of the simple d—i—y
type and the more SOphisticated commercialy Produced variety. We
FOUnd that, used with care, the commercial versions gave results
Which were acceptably Close to the theoreticai values. We also
foUnd that certain home_made designs gave very good results given

good technique and some Simple common sense precautions

In simple ‘can_calorimetryi
aluminium because of its high

thermal conductivity has been traditionally favoured as the

material for the cafl However aluminium beakers and cans have
become expensive and in any Case the area and thickness of the base
of the can would seem to be important factors in determining the
efficiency of heat absorptjo An aluminium beaker with a wide base
would be the ideal, but we have foUnd that reasonable results can be
obtained Using 21h syrup tins with a relatively large mass of water
(300g) With such a mass of water the temperature gradjen between
it and the enviroent remains small and heat losses are minimised

Making the base of the ti Concave leads to a further increase in
efficiency The burner flame can be placed higher so that the Calori
meter Partially surrounds it (Fig. 1.) so trapping the products of
combusti0 more effectively. A by_product of this modification is
that the base of the tin is made thinner, further facilitating the
heat transfer to the water
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In order to obtain a good performance with this simple dented

can, good technique was necessary. The calorimeter was insulated by

sitting it on a rubber covered retort ring and by fitting a sleeve

cut from a 500cm3 plastic bottle. This s1eve could also be lowered

to act as a draught shield. A small flame was used and the calorimeter

lowered until the flame just touched the surface of the base. A

mirror on the bench beside the apparatus was useful in checking on the

height of the flame. Stirring was carried ot with a short length of

plastic tubing and with the -5 to +50 C x 0.1 C thermometer.

Some allowance was made for heat loss by starting with cold
water fresh from the tap which was at a temperature approximately

3 C lower than that of the room. The fuel under test was allowed
to burn until the water temperature rose to approximately 3 C above
room temperature. In this way there was some compensation for the
heat loss during the time the apparatus was above room temperature,
by the heat gain whilst it was below the ambient temperature. This
is, of course, a crude method of making the allowance, but it is
based on reasonable assumptions and is certainly better than making
no allowance for heat losses.

It was found that the material used for the wick of the spirit
burner had an effect on the results. The fibreglass wicks, supplied
with the small spirit burners available commercially, gave the most
consistent results and these small burners are recommended.

Because fuel evaporates rapidly from a recently extinguished
burner, weighings need to be made as soon as possible after removing
and extinguishing the burner. The use of an extingui3hing cap
reduces the error from this source but is not essential if the
apparatus is close to the balance. For obvious reasons, all
measurements should be made out of strong sunlight. Before starting
a new determination any water which had condensed on the base should
be dried off, as its evaporation will absorb a considerable amount of
heat.
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The simple calorimeter shown in rig. 1. given resonabie results

but the fitting of a combustion chamber and heat ohanger (Fig. 2).

further improves the efficiency so that results then compare favour

ably with those obtained for two commercially produced calorimeters

(Table 1).

Phe construction of the d—i-y versions shown in Figs. 1 and 2

is described in detail in the ‘In the Workshop’ section of this

Bulletin.

Apparatus I Commercial Versions SSSC Dented

Fuel coil 21b syrup
A B calorimeter tin

1ethano 1
(-726kJ mo1) 709 68d 699 654

Ethanol (95%)
(1367kJ mof) 1259 1151 1213 1187

Propan—1—ol 1
(—2017kJ mol ) 1856 1754 1798 1692

Butan—1 —ol
(-2675kJ mol) 2636 261 2547 2396

F
(39’kJ mol) 367 31 338 -

Table 1. The experimental results shown are mean figures from
several determinations.

As with the simple dented can model, the use of the version
shown in Fig. 2 requires some attention to details of technique.
The outlet of the heat exchange coil is attached to a filter pump in
order to draw the hot products of combustion through it. Too high
a flow rate results in incomplete heat transfer and too slow a flow in

only partial extraction of the hot ‘exhaust’ gases. The optimal rate
of air flow depends on the size of the flame, as well as on the size
and geometry of the exchange coil: this will have to be found by trial
and error and a rough mental note made of the pump speed. Alter
natively the rate could be measured by an air flow meter of the
‘Neterate’ type or gauged roughly by rate of bubbling through a wash

bottle. With a small glassfibre wick a suitable air flow in our
calorimeter was found to be 600—700cm3/min.

This exchange coil model can be used as are the can types by
simply placing the calorimeter on a rubber covered retort ring with
the lamp below it. Stirring can again be by a short piece of plastic
tubing and thermometer. In addition the coil may be agitated about
its rubber connection.

Alternatively, the calorimeter may be used with a base and
fittings designed to enable solids (e.g. graphite) and foodstuffs to
be burned in an atmosphere of oxygen. (Fig. 3). When a liquid fuel,
such as an alcohol, is being used, or when no oxygen is required, the

gap in the perspex collar is left open and the burner raised on the

crucible holder so that most of the lamp is inside the combustion

chamber.
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Some foodstuffs and oils will burn in a current of air and if
this proves to be the case, oxygen IUST NOT be used. If oxygen is
used, the gap in the perspex collar should be covered with sellotape.
It is important that the oxygen supply and the water pump be turned on
before the ignition coil is switched on. Once the material has
ignited the coil is switched off and the oxygen supply reduced so
that the fuel does not sputter. The crucible is swung sideways to
clear the coil and then upwards into the combustion chamber, When
a suitable temperature rise has been obtained the oxygen supply is
turned off. However the air current through the exchange coil is
maintained so as to absorb any residual heat. Replacement air is
drawn through the hole in the base and through any gaps around the
perspex collar.

The calorimeter should simply rest on the perspex collar and
base and MUST NOT be claraped. It is essential that it is free to
lift off in the event of an explosion. One other final word of
warning. All tin cans used to hold water will rust, but if dried
after use they will last for a long time.

Trade News
As far as we have been able to ascertain the Russian made pupil

meters marketed by Z and I, Ideas for Education, Henryts Radio and
. J. Arnold are, or shortly will be, off the market. Now for the
good news. At the time of writing Z and I were offering the
Russian H3020/1 chart recorder at a special discount price of £70.
interested parties should contact the firm about the current stock
position.

Watson BEasson, Microscope Servicing Co have moved to a new
address which will be found on page 12, Their telephone number
has also changed and will only be manned from 2 p.m. each day.

Control System Services, the servicing and repair firm, have
also moved and their address is on page 12.



Phj1 Harris have Produced a ne metal iIet of Combustion
apparatus C2o5 , whj comes compiete W1 twcj spirit burners
two thermometer a stirrer and a bubbler unj WhIch doubles S a
check Ofl the rate of air flow and on whether the heat exchanger is
being used efuicientiy There is in the base a Supply inlet for
Oxygen, an ignit coil and crucible support The Combustjo
chamber has for walls a Collar of perspex fitted with a free
Standing door Priced at £4R 60 the calorimeter Contains no glass
and in the explosions deliberately engifle by us, the door flew
off and even the empty calorimeter did not lift Attaching thi5
door to the base by a hinge of PVc tape Was adequate restraint
‘1e hove found thj5 calorimeter to be very satisfactory and P°SSibly
Phii Harris would in the future consider selling it Without the
base as there are many who only want to make measurements Ofl those
fuel5 which requj0 neither oxygen nor electrical ignit0

ApSE Bulletin 45 (Sum Term 1979) contained items of trade
news of interest to our readers These ±flcluded the flew that

now produce a 6mm glass reinforced cement board whIch is
tronger than Supalux a common replacement for asbestos cement
board. The major laboratory Suppliers will Probably Stock t but

x
‘ Sheet

it is ow available from builders
I merchants at £q for an approx

Other news was that were about to produce a ange of
i’oasoflabl accurate spir fill d thermometers —io to 110 C short,
long stirring etc These will be available through the normal
Suppliers Phi Harr5 are already 1lSting two spirit_filed

1 C, C79331/3
pes io to ÷50 C x 0.5 C, Cats No C79330/1 and 1O to 110 C x

Harburn Hobbies named in some of Our equipm lists as

on Page 12
SUPPliers of small motor/dyfla have moved to a new address given

Griffin and Geor e now °ffer separate]y the gas and liqujd_
ttght threeway taps used in a great variety of d—i apparatus.
They are listed as ?sto plastic 3way’ Cats No SYA_580L
at £2.55 for . Also flew to the Griff catalogue IS the plastic
mesh material ‘PO1et? very useful for Protecting glaSswa
aga±n5 breakage Thi5 is listed as SAT_62o

Horamber burettes are available from
acfarlane Rob0 and from McQui1k1 and Corn an The flew burette
MA15 with PTFE Stopcock key and fluorocarbon resin tap body
ensures a leakproof and indestructible syst Which will not jarn
The other advantage IS that the jet and cane are jOined to the
Stopcock unit by ‘Ot rings and nuts enabling easy replacement of

are purchased
these parts The SOcm3 Size Sells at £4.60 and at £35 if ten

Hazard warning Signs Conforminp to those Specified in the
Packaging and Labelling of Dange05 Substances Re ulatjo 197
are available on vinyl adhesive tape from Jenconq Scientific)
Each tape is 66 x 25m Contains only One type of symboj and is priced
at 5.71 The Sbo15 are OXidising (H26/l) Corrosive (H26/lg)
Harmful (H26/2O), Irritant (E26/27), Toxic (H26/21) Explosive
(H26/22) and Highly Flamab]e (H26/2)



In The Workshop

The constructional details of the three pieces of apparatus
described in the ‘Chemistry Notes’, and showr in Figs. 1,2, and 3
in that section, are given here.

In order to make the syrup tin version shown in Fig. 1 of the
‘Chemistry Notes’ a concavity of approximately 30mm in depth has to
he made in the base of the tin. This is easily affected by care
fully beating the base with a wooderi round—headed mallet. It is
inportant to beat round the sides of the base as wel.l as in the
centre in order to obtain uniform stretching. This calorimeter can
he supported on a rubber covered retort ring of internal diameter
75mm, e.g. Asschern 261/0320/02 (other sizes are available). The
miniature spirit lamps recommended for use with this and the other
calorimeters are available from severe] suppliers e.g. Griffin
PJT—540—O1OB, Harris C’+2900/7.

The dimensions Df the heat exchange coil model (Fig. 2 in the
Chemistry Notes) are not critical, but it is important that there
should be enough room for a stirrer between the combustion chamber
and the wall of the calorimeter casing. In our model the
combustion chamber was made from a small can 55mm in diameter and
‘ater than 40mm high. The larger can making up the calorimeter
0. .irig was a ‘Marvel’ tin 90mm in diameter and 100mm high.

A 6mm hole is drilled in the centre of the base of the small
can and a short (ca. 15mm) length of 6mm external diameter copper
tube soldered in. This small can is trmmed to a height of 40mm
Fuid a hole equal to its diameter cut in the ba3e of the large can
uing curved tin snips. The small can is then soldered inside
the large one with a small (ca. 5mm), external overlap.

The exchanger coil is made by annealing a length of 6mm copper
tube and winding it on a former of 50mm diameter. The lowest
loop is pushed upwards inside the finished coil in order effectively
to lower the whole spiral. The exit end of the coil is left as a
traight chimney to project a few centimetres above the surface of
:be water. The whole coil is then connected by a short length of
rubber tubing to the projecting copper tube on the top of the
combustion chamber.

The apparatus can be used in the way shown in Fig. 2 of the
Chemistry Notes, with the calorimeter assembly resting on a rubber
covered retort ring and with the spirit burner on a large bung.
However if it is required to be used for foodstuffs and other solids
requiring oxygen and/or an ignition system then the base and perspex
collar shown below are required. (Fig. 1).

The base is of 20mm blockboard with a layer of ‘Supalux’ (or
other heat resisting material) held by four No, 8 woodscrews. The
support bar (A) is of 12.5mm aluminium rod and allows the assembi
to be held on a retort stand boss. The ignition coil support (B
is 6mm copper tube which carries two 18 swg copper wires sheathed
in fibreglass flameproof sleeving. The ignition coil proper is
made from 100mm of 28 swg nichrome wire wound round a small elec
trical screwdriver as a former, leaving 23-30mm unwound at each end.
These straight ends are then silver—soldered to the copper connecting
wires
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The coil should be arranged with a clearance of 15mm or more
from the base so that a crucible may be swung under it on the crucible
holder (C). This is a mild steel rod of approx. 6mm diameter with a
short length of capillary brass spacer as a bearing, where the rod
passes through the base. Suitable brass spacers can be stripped
from scrap electronic components e.g. wafer switches, volume controls.
To allow the use of this apparatus as a fuel calorimeter some method
of supporting a spirit burner on the crucible holder is required.
This can be provided by opening out a metal cap from a screw top
bottle by first making a series of radial cuts with tin snips.
Sufficient friction is given to the crucible support by a small
‘Terryclip’ with flattened jaws which is mounted on the underside of
the base (see inset).

A strip of 3mm perspex, •{.4.O x 270mm, is heated to 130-140°C in an
oven. Wearing leather gloves it can be removed and wrapped around a
metal can of 90mm diameter which is then immediately cooled with cold
water. The collar must not be cut from tubes The method of con
struction described above leaves the collar with a small gap. This
allows entry of air when the calorimeter is used without oxygen. It
is closed when oxygen is used but only with a piece of sellotape, which
will blow off in the event of an explosion.

The oxygen inlet (D) is made from a 70-80mm length of 6mm copper
tube passing through a hole drilled in the base and projecting approx
imately 10mm above it. Another hole of similar size (E) is drilled in
the base alongside this inlet. This acts as a pressure relief device
allowing the escape of excess oxygen.

* * * * * *

—- -—-perspex collar

NOT TO 3CALE

dimensions in mm

shaft of
crucible support
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A science do trnent which ss Wc) large permanent

like the ClS aor hs e ity ar QnstruCt1flg C

model moving coli Lnstrument which th PrinCiples of

the ammeter, LousuIker and microphone The on n of this idea

c Upon UfljV. Oundatjori Coucse on Electromagnetjs

The detaj whi’ foliow are base( on an ic] ipse Najor magnet of

OUtscje dimens0 102 x 110 x 50mm, having a Window 52 x 65mm and

with a noTh gap c7th of 20mm, (Grjf and Gaarge JP—RQ()

The two ma0 are Placed upright and nd to end, with unlike

poles Losethen L noving coil is then made by fitting a Wooden

frame so that the two ends are in the middle of the two gaps, and

Lherefore not tOuching any part of the magn5 Our coil was made

from softWood 115 x 90 x lmm, with a Cntrsj windr b x °Omm cut

OWWr 20 turns of 22 S.W.g enamelled wire are put on, with the

ends takefl out in the middle of One of the longer sides of the coi1

A milj straw or spljt can be stuck on the middle of the other

Sidc if desired, to act as a meter Pointer If the coil turns

Lund to Come adr they can be taped along each edge with sello

or, as i our diagram a shallow chane] can be made along

tne periphery of the frame

Lh cefltj.ai onincpJe on which th model works is that the

wej fit of the coil is entirely taken up by an ClC5t,r band at each

end The band i bent Over the 1flSjde of the shorter end of the

coil ane the enas S±iPped over the magnet pole (see Figs 1)• Due

to wcight the coil saas somewhat, but it remains wlth the

field C) ancj, bc Subjec0 Only to th Constraints prorjded by

the elasic, it can be moved to shot’ the mobel requi

To show the ammeter, the coil is °°nnected to a variable d.c,

As Curre is increased the coil, 5d the milk straw if

one as been Concc Led rotates through 30—
• Because the coil

is a short circuit it is advisable to use for this
e ernGnt a suoply having an ovei ‘oad CUtt as thj5 will prevent

the coil from overheating

hop the other two models the field of one of the magnets must

be ruversed and to keep the like pol togetj we made a U bracket

of 16 S.w.g 5lumirjum sheet Using a 6V d.c, supply the co is

COflflected to the S.c side of the hite rotary resistor Rotating

te resistor will result in the co0bodily up and do in

sympathy with the turning of the Supply ‘ini31, f the coil is

cnrnCted to an OSCilloscope Input and givep a starting push, the

CPp will shor a damped OSClllatjorj as th movement dies away,

A iong persistence version will show the uf2ct Getter, although

n Ordinary OSCIlloscope will serve The e.m,f being induced is
Lh& microphone effect
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(b).

wire ends

(a).

ei banu me.gnets coil

FIG.1 (a) plan (b) elevationd
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